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Every ProjectoMust A1 can create a super 

home theatre. Large screen enjoy all formats 
of 3D movie, super large sports events, high-
definition TV program, blu-ray DVD, online 
audio and 3D games, becomes so simple.

Dual-core notebook computers and the 
perfect combination of HD projectors, the 
good display effect of indoor lightening 
highlight, 20000 hrs of the super of long life, 
low power LED Etc. Let ProjectoMust A1 can 

perform in the field of multimedia teaching. 
It avoids the traditional multimedia 
teaching indoor installation, wiring trouble 
and often need to replace bulb expenses 
maintenance costs. At the same time, it 
means the requirement of national energy 
c o n s e r v a t i o n  a n d  e n v i r o n m e n t a l  
protection, in the guarantee of high quality, 
the cost of ProjectoMust A1 is more cheap.

In hotel rooms, ProjectoMust A1 can be 

used for a TV, can also be used for a 
laptop. Large high-definition images, 
create beautiful visual feast, super 
realistic 3D effect, it makes you 
immersive. Because of its beautiful 
every night, every dream will be more 
wonderful.

Because of the characteristics of small size 
and light weight, ProjectoMust A1 has the 

advantage of portable. Whether market 
business elite out for negotiation or 
business meeting inside the company, as 
long as carry easily a ProjectoMust A1 PC 

projector all in one can realize the function 
of the PPT and other Office related 
documents.

Projection Specification

       

     

 Illuminance Uniformity >90%

     Projector Distance         0.52-5.2m

     Projector Size               20-200 inch

     Screen Ratio                16:10

     Number Of Colors        10.7 million colors

     Projector Ratio             1.2:1, 40 inches/m

     Zoom Mode                Electric Zoom

     Projector Mode            Front Projector, Rear Projector, Console

     Keystone Correction  40 degree  
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ProjectoMust  A1 is the dual core windows computer and FHD LED all-in-one projector , 

it is the a new concept product. ProjectoMust A1 integrate the Intel dual core processor, 

high speed solid state disk and huge capacity mechanical HDD, high speed WiFi module 
FHD 3D home cinema and windows operations system make it powerful and easy to 
handle, computer how to use, how to use it, it just the portable projector notebook.

The traditional lamp is the expensive consumer goods, most of it must change when it 
used up to 3,000 hrs. ProjectoMust A1 use the LED lamp, can be used 20,000 hrs, it 

means do not worry about changing the lamp.

ProjectoMust A1

ProjectoMust A1 can be compatible all kinds 

office and draw software, as well as the 
entertainment and working. 

DLP with the most popular projector technology, 
it makes the pictures high-fidelity. And can be 
given a rich black levels and shadow effects. Film 
screenings, DLP technology can restore 35 
billions kinds of colors, eight times more the film 
itself. 

ProjectoMust A1 has a 2500:1 high contrast ratio, to maximize the reduction of 

colour authencity, make the picture more layered, can produce enough intoxicating 
visual enjoyment.

All In One Projector ( Projector + Computer )

ProjectoMust  A1 RGB color mixing using light brings a richer visual experience 

true colors.

When the screen too high or too low, there is angle between the projector light and 
the screen, which led to the trapezoidal distortion of the projected image. Ultra 
precision three-axis angle sensor can quickly feel the inclination of the image in the 
vertical direction, and then trapezoidal distortion in the projected image into a 
square automatic proofreading projected image, so that the user can quickly and 
easily enjoy the perfect pattern without manual adjustment.

ProjectoMust  A1 with bright patterns in the environment 

under the conditions of strong light is turned on, in the 
original brightness increased by 50%, to ensure the 
normal use of the device. Meanwhile, in the green 
mode, the machine runs power only 45W ; in the 
highlight mode, the machine runs power of 55W. 
Standby power is <1W, fully meet the requirements of 
the energy saving, the maximum for the users to reduce 
the cost.               

ProjectoMust A1 with active shutter format, can play 3D movie and 3D games, 

without the third driver. ProjectoMust A1 using the most advanced hardware 

decoding technology, about the format can support up and down format, Blu-ray 3D 
film source. Also supports 2D to 3D movie, can be turn all ordinary 2D film into 3D 
film.

ProjectoMust A1 not only with the notebook input and output port, but also the 

HDMI 1.4a, AV-IN, it can connect the Blu-ray DVD,TV BOX, Console Etc. All audio and 
video content can be projection into the screen, enjoying the real home theater.

ProjectoMust A1 integrate the computer and 

projector, only 1.3kg and 260x167x38.5 mm, 
smaller than a A4 paper, it is portable. Is the best 
one to show the product, hold the business and 
teaching.

ProjectoMust A1 compatible the 

camera,  v id icon,  console  and 
notebook. Through data cable, share 
your pictures, text and video from 
macbook, ipod, ipad and iphone in the 
big screen any time and everywhere.
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